
In this work, the process of environmental energy harvesting and its
conversion into electrical energy has been studied. On the one hand,
we have analyzed the different types of environmental energy and the
physical phenomena associated to their harvesting; and on the other
hand, we have proposed, as a case of study, the harvesting of kinetic
energy (vibration) by a piezoelectric transducer. Based on a theoretical
analysis of the piezoelectric phenomenon we have designed, simulated,
implemented and analyzed a harverster system (transducer, adapter
circuit, load). The piezoelectric device has been modeled and
characterized, and finally, the process of the vibratory energy
harversting from an air flow has been analized both in the simulation
and the experimental level.
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Conclusions and future work
In this work we have studied  the general energy harvestng phenomenon and we have focused on kinetc energy
harvestng by means of a piezoelectric device.

The piezoelectric device has been characterized, modeled and inserted in a full harvestng system.

Diferent experimental measurements have been carried out and simulated: Stored energy in a capacitor in one
minute depending on its capacity; and transferred power from the piezoelectric device to a load. 

Experimental and simulated results are very close, and powers between 9 and 30 nW had been obtained.   

Future work
Studying a more complex piezoelectric harvestng system based on multple piezoelectric devices in a
series confguraton.
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